IAPMO San Diego Chapter

March 4th, 2014 minutes

17 attendees

11:40 - Meeting called to order

Flag salute

Self introductions

Treasures report read & approved

Minutes were read from the February meeting & approved with no changes

Old business

- Looking for ideas how to increase national membership for those that attend the monthly chapter meetings.

- Tax filling update

- IAPMO will be removing the San Diego City chapter from their website & distribution process.

- Discussion on Section 608 - Purposed code change to remove CPVC from temperature and pressure relief lines. There will be meeting to voice your opinion on wether this is a good or bad idea in April in Las Vegas

New business

- PHCC trade show May 3rd, 2014

- Danielle will send out the local IAPMO chapter meeting info to all the contacts she has in her PHCC data base

- Updates on the changes to the PHCC training facility

- Discussion on the Z1207 Residential small grey water system
Presentation

Presentation was done by Dennis Doherty with GOSLYN AGRD (automatic grease removal device). Dennis covered FOG (fats, oil & grease) control by going over why it is needed, where it is needed and other alternatives for removing FOG. The need for these devices are to keep the grease from entering our storm drains. Knowing that, it is important for new commercial kitchens, change of ownership in a commercial kitchen or major upgrades in commercial kitchens to be aware of BMP (best management practices) as well as the FOG removal devices. Some of the BMP consist of dry wipe, recycle the fryer oil, etc. A few devices on the market to help with FOG removal are AGRD - automatic grease removal device - like GOSLYN, In ground interceptors - like Jensen and grease traps like Mifab. Some might choose to use an AGRD if an above ground device is needed close to the source of the grease and space is an issue. Some might chose an in ground interceptor for areas far away from the kitchen when a large capacity is needed and some might use a grease trap (hydro - mechanical) if the application is under 100 gallons. A flyer was handed out going over the features and benefits of the GOSLYN AGRD.

Raffle & 50/50

Meeting adjourned at 1:25